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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with representing accretive bilinear

forms in a Hubert space by maximal accretive operators in the same space.

The operator A} associated with a bilinear form J is defined to be the operator

with largest domain satisfying J[u, v] = (A}u, v) for all v e 3>(J), the domain of J.

If J is accretive (ReJ[u, u]^0, ue!3(J)), then A} is accretive (Re (A3u, u)^0,

u e 3i(Aj)). An accretive form J is defined to be representable if A, is maximal

accretive (i.e. has no proper accretive extension). This implies that the spectrum of

Aj is contained in the right half of the complex plane.

Our aim is to give conditions on J under which J is representable.

It is clear that a bounded accretive form on J? is representable (cf. Appendix).

The first result of this kind for an unbounded form was derived by Friedrichs

(1934) when he proved that the operator associated with a closed semibounded

hermitian form is selfadjoint (cf. [2, Chapter 6]). This result was extended to a

more general case by T. Kato who showed that a closed regularly accretive form is

representable (see §4). (Recall that an accretive form is regularly accretive if

\lm J[u, u]\ ^y Re J[u, u] for all u e S>(J) and some y ̂ 0.)

In this paper we consider accretive forms that are not necessarily regularly

accretive. A representation theorem for such forms is presented in §3. Then in

§4 it is shown that the known result for regularly accretive forms is a corollary of

this theorem.

In §5 we turn to the theory of partial differential equations, and investigate the

form

with domain

< oo >■

(where Í2 is an open subset of Rm, m£l, andfjk are C1 functions on Q.). Suppose
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that the values of J.fk(x)^jik lie in a sector {zeC\ Re z>0, |Im z\ Sy Re z} of

the complex plane C, for all f e Cm and all x e Ù. Then J is known to be closed

regularly accretive and hence representable (see Theorem 5.2). We prove in Theorem

5.3 that J is representable even when this sector is allowed to rotate about zero as x

varies in Í2, so long as .7 remains accretive, and the rotation satisfies certain con-

ditions. A simple example of a form that is not regularly accretive but which satisfies

the hypotheses of this theorem is obtained when m = 1 and Q = (0, oo) on defining

Jby

f œ    /, .     r       •        ,     «NN   dU    dV      ,
J [u, v] =        (1 -I- txr sin (Xs)) -f-f dx

with r>0, i>0 and r + sS F

2. Definitions. Throughout this paper, <?f denotes a complex Hubert space, C

denotes the complex numbers, and R the reals. Moreover, C denotes the open left

half-plane of C, and C denotes the closed right half-plane.

If $> is a dense linear manifold of ^ and if/is a map from Sdx3> to C such that

J[axUx + a2u2, v] = axJ[ux, v] + a2J[u2, v],    ax, a2 6 C,    Ux, U2, veal;

and

J[u, axvx + a2V2] = âxJ[u, Vx] + â2J[u, V2],     ax, a2 e C,     U, Vx, V2 € S¿¡;

then we say that J is a (bilinear) form in 77 with domain 3>(J) = 2>.

If J[u] =J[u, u] e CT for all u e 2(J), then J is called accretive; if J[u] e R for all

u £ 2>(J), then J is called hermitian.

Associated with every form / in 7/ is a linear operator A3 defined by

(i) 3>(Af) = {u e 9(J) | 3w e HbJ[u, v] = (w, v) for all v e ®(J)};

(ii) AjU = w.

Then J[u, v] = (AjU, v) for all ue2(Af), veSd(J). Throughout this paper A,

denotes the operator defined in this way.

If J is accretive, then A¡ is accretive (i.e. (A¡u, u) e Cr for all u e 2(Aj)). How-

ever, 2>(A¡) need not be dense in ¿f and could even be just {0}. Our aim is to show

that if / satisfies certain conditions, A¡ is maximal accretive (i.e. A¡ is a densely

defined accretive operator with no proper accretive extension). Then A, is closed,

and has O in its resolvent set.

When J is an accretive form, and its associated operator A¡ is maximal accretive,

we say that J is representable, and that J is represented by A}.

For the theory of accretive operators, see the article by Phillips [4, pp. 199-202]

on dissipative operators. (A dissipative operator is the negative of an accretive

one.)

When proving that an operator is maximal accretive, we will use the following

result of Phillips :
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2.1. Proposition. Let A be an accretive operator in H such that (%(A-XI)=#e

for some X e C. Then A is maximal accretive.

We conclude this section with the following definition :

If a, ßeC, a 7^0, then <xj+ß denotes the bilinear form with domain S>(J)

defined by

(«J+ß)[u, v] = aJ[u, v]+ß(u, v).

Note that Aw+B) = aAj+ßI.

3. Representation theorem.

3.1. Theorem. Let J be an accretive bilinear form with domain 3>(J) dense in ¿P.

Suppose that 3>(J) can be given the structure of a Hubert space ^c°x (with inner

product (-,-)i and norm \ ■ \\x) satisfying the following properties:

(i) the embedding j: ¿Fx-> Jc° is continuous;

(ii) /, considered as a form on 3^x, is bounded;

(hi) '/

sup ^+,;*^Uo
0*w*jex llalli

for a sequence {un} in 3fx, then un -*■ 0 in J?x.

Then J is representable, and @(Aj) is dense in JVX.

Remark. If (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then (by Theorem A1.2) there exists a

continuous linear operator B in Jfx such that

(/+ l)[u, v] = (Bu, v)x,       u,ve Jex.

It will be proved that B is one-to-one. So (iii) can be replaced by the equivalent

condition:

(iii)' B~x is continuous.

Proof. B has the following properties :

(a) B is one-to-one: Suppose an element ue3^x satisfies Bu=0. Then

(J+l)[u] = (Bu,u)x =0.

.-. u = 0     (for if u ¥ 0, then 0 ^ Re J[u] = -Re ||w||2 < 0).

(b) 01(B) is dense in J^x : The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of (a).

(c) 0t(B)=2Fx: This follows from the fact that B'x is closed, continuous and

densely defined.

Ifj*:JF-*-Ji?x is the adjoint of j, it is readily seen that j * is a one-to-one bounded

linear operator with 3¡(j*)=3ff and £t(j*) dense in 3tiPx.

Define the linear operator Ax in J? by A1=(j*)~1Bj~1. Then Ax has range Jf
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(because ât(j 'x) = 3>(B), 0t(B) 3 ®((j*) ":), and &(U*) ~ ')=•#")• We now show that

Ax = Aj + I.

3>(AX) = {ueje\3wejf sj*w = Bj^u)

= {ueJfx\3weJif3(w,v) = (Bu, v)x, v e 3VX}

= {uejex | 3we^a(w,v) = (J+ l)[u, v], v e 3fx}

= ®(Af); and

AjU = w—u = Axu — u.

That is, Ax=Aj+I.

Thus âê(A,+I)=Jt, and so, by Proposition 2.1, A} is maximal accretive.

It remains to be shown that 2(A,) is dense in 3^x. Now 2¿(Af) (=2¿(AX)), con-

sidered as a subset of 3fx, is really 3>(Axj), and 2(Axj)=âH(B'1j*). So we must

show that ^(B_1j*) is dense in ^. This follows from the fact that I%(j*) is dense

in 3FX, and A-1 is a bounded linear operator of 3&x onto J^x.    |

Remark. The statements of various other representation theorems can be

found in [3]. Proofs of these results are contained in the author's doctoral

dissertation.

4. Regularly accretive forms. A bilinear form J can be decomposed into its real

and imaginary parts as follows. Define the forms J*, Jx and J2 with domains

®(J*)=®(JX)=2(J2)=®(J) by

J*[u, v] = J[v, u],

Jt = ReJ = i(J+J*),

and

J2 = lmJ = j.(J-J*).

Jx and J2 are hermitian forms, called the real part of J and the imaginary part ofJ

respectively. The terminology is natural because J[u,v]=Jx[u,v] + iJ2[u,v] for

u,ve 2¿(J), and because Jx [u] = Re (J [u]) and J2 [u] = Im (/ [u]) for u e 2(J).

Note that J is accretive iñJx is nonnegative (Jx[u] ^0, u e !3(J)). If, in addition,

J2 is bounded by Jx (3y = 0 s |/2["]| = y-7iM, u e 3>(J)), then J is called regularly

accretive.

3i(J) becomes a pre-Hilbert space ^ with inner product (•,•)/ aQd norm || • \}

on defining

(u,v)j = (u, v)+Jx[u, v],

and

M? = («,«),= ||w||2+AM.

4.1. Definition. A regularly accretive form J is closed if ^ is complete.
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4.2. Theorem. A closed regularly accretive form J is representable, and 2(A})

is dense in 2^¡.

Proof. We let the ¿Fx of Theorem 3.1 be ^ and verify conditions (i), (ii) and

(iii)', thus obtaining the desired result.

(i) is clearly satisfied, and (ii) follows from the inequality

(1) \J[u]\ = \Jx[u]\ + \J2[u]\ ¿ (l+y)Jx[u] ¿ (1 +y)\\u\\2,       u e2(3).

Since \(3+ l)[u]\ S ]|w||2, (iii)' is a consequence of Theorem A1.3.    |

This theorem is well known, but it has been included here to show that it is an

immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. The proof we have given is essentially the

same as that given by Kato [2, p. 329].

5. Application to partial differential equations. Throughout this section, Í2

denotes an open subset of the m-dimensional space Rm, m£l; 3V=L2(Q); and

fk (j>k=\,...,m) are complex-valued C1 functions defined on Í2. The real and

imaginary parts of the matrix (fjk) are denoted by (gjk) and (hJk) respectively. I.e.,

gjk=Ufk+fki), and hjk = (l/2i)(fik-fkj). Dj = 8/8xj denotes differentiation in the

generalized sense. So, if u is a locally integrable function, the statement "3/);m"

means "the distribution derivative D,u is a (locally integrable) function."

When investigating a second order partial differential operator

2 W/**** ach-
that satisfies 2,gik(x)Çjik>0 for all xeíí and O^f=(fi,..., fm) e Cm, we can

construct the form

j[u'v] = L^fi^Â

with suitable domain, show that 3 is representable, and thus obtain the corre-

sponding maximal accretive operator A} (cf. [5], [6]). It is known [5] that if the

values of ^.fjk(x)ijik lie in a sector {z e C \ Re z>0, |Im z\ Sk Re z} for all x e Í2

and 0 jt= f e Cm, and if 2(3) is suitably chosen, then 3 is representable. This result is

proved in Theorem 5.2 (with 2(3) chosen to give the Neumann operator), and

then generalized in Theorem 5.3 to the case where the sector is allowed to rotate

about zero as x varies in Q. Some remarks on the Dirichlet operator follow Theorem

5.5.

5.1. Lemma. Suppose that

m

2 sik(x)îjL > o,
}.k=l

and
m m

2 hik(x)iiL S y  2 8ik(x)èiL
i.k = l j.k = l
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for some y SO, for all x e Ü, and all £ = (£x,..., Çm) e Cm (complex m-dimensional

vector space). Then

(i) 2 **&*& $ \lfptà*M ̂  0 +y) 2 i^x)Uu,

(2) 2 8*(x)(èj+r),)(Çk + %) S 2 2 gik(x)$i£k+2^ gnlxhñk;

(3) |2¿*wj*r = (i +yy\2mm¿*\ \2mx>iM'
for all x eil; ^eC".

Moreover, if D* ce Q (Q* ¿y a/j o^en precompact subset of £1), then there exist

two positive numbers ax, a2 such that

(4) a, 21 i, i2 è 2 **(*)&& s ^ 21 fei".

/or a// x e Í2*, | e Cm.

Proof. Let x e Í2. Then Cm becomes a Hubert space ^ on introducing the

inner product (Ly)x = Zgjk(x)t;,yk- A[è,v] = 2nik(x)£jVk is a bounded hermitian

form on Jfx. So (1) and (2) are clear, and (3) is a consequence of Theorem A1.2.

(4) follows from the continuity of gjk.    |

5.2. Theorem. Assume that

2sik(x)£i£k > 0   and   \^h]k(x)^£k\ S y 2^*)^'»

for all x e Í2, all £ e Cm and some y ̂  0. Then the bilinear form A in Jf defined by

K[u, v] = j 2fikDiUL\v,

with domain

9(K) = iueJf | 3D,ufor all j, and f \2f¡kDjuDkli\ < coj,

« a closed regularly accretive form and thus representable (by Theorem 4.2).

Proof. If Ax = Re A and K2 = Im A, then

*i[«] = 12^"^" = °'

|ATa[«]| = | J2 ^^«Â^l S jfèhikDiUD^l S yKx[u],

and

for all u e @¡(K). Hence A is regularly accretive. Our task is to prove that the pre-

Hilbert space 3ti?x, constructed from @(K) by introducing the inner product

(u, v)x = (u, v) + Kx[u, v], is complete.
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We use the fact that the Sobolev space W2(Q), defined by

IFj2(Q) = |« e ¿e | 3DjU for ally, and 1*2 |£,"|2 < °o j,

with inner product

(«, f)n = (", v)+\ 2 D,uD,v,

is a Hubert space.

Let {«„} be a Cauchy sequence in ¿#'x. There exists ueàV such that wn -»• m in

tf. By (4), {w„|ß*} is Cauchy in Wf(Q*) for each ÍPccQ. So M|i2*e IF^ß*)

and wn|£¿* -► m|ü* in IF^D*). In particular, we see that D¡u exists for ally (for the

existence of D¡u is a local property of u). Furthermore, for each D*,

f  2^A"A^ = C f  2 IA«la   (by (4))

=S   1 + CSUP   i     2lA"n|2

^ 1 + C'sup f ^gjkDjUnb~u~n   (by (4))

g C"   (V {«„} is a bounded set in ^).

.-. j^SikDiuZVuiC".

So ae^. There remains the task of showing that w„->w in J^x. Let e>0.

Choose A such that ||w„ — wm|2<e for all «, m^N. Choose Q*ccQ such that

WN\2 + yglkDiUNDkUN < e,
Ja~Q'

and

f        \u\2 + ygjkDiuD~kli < e.
Jn-n»

Let n^N. Then

\un\2+ y gjkD,UnDkUn  ^ 2 |l/n-MJV|2 + 2g'ftA("n-"w)F»fc(Mn-MN)
Ja~a' Ja~at

+2 f     M2+2srtA"ivÄ^  (by (2))
Jn~n«

< 4e.

By (4), and the fact that un\Q.* -> u|Q* in ^(Q*), we can choose M^Nsuch that

|i/n-M|2+2^fcF»X«„-«)F>fc(«„-«) < e,       n^M.
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.'., for all n^M,

¡«n-"||ï  = + K-K|2 + 2fe¿M>n-")Ac("n-")
Jn»    Jci~n*

< e + 2 I "n 12 + 2 gjkDjUnDkUn
Jn~n*

+ 2 f        \u\2 + ygjkDjuD~u'   (by (2))
Jn~n»

< e + 8e + 2e = lie.

Hence un -> m in ^.    |

The above theorem can be generalized as follows.

5.3. Theorem. Define the bilinear form J in JC by

J[u, v] =      exp (i9)  y fikDjUDkv,
Jn Ukix

and

9>(J) = \ueH\ IDjufor all j, and f     2 f^DjÛD^u  < col-
L Ja \j.k = x )

Suppose that the following properties are satisfied:

(i) 2 gik(x)t¿k>0, and 11 hjk(x)^k\ Syl g*fyM& for all x e Cl, all f e Cm,
and some y^O;

(ii) 0 is a real-valued C1 function on Cl;

(iii) J is accretive;

(¡v) |Z./iV7>/0-7)fc0| w a bounded function on Cl.

Then J is a representable accretive form.

Proof. Since the form A of Theorem 5.2 is closed, @(J) (=@(K)) becomes a

Hubert space ^Px on introducing the inner product

(u, v)x = (u, v) + Kx[u, v] = (u, v) + J 2 gjkP>iUDkv.

So we can prove the theorem by verifying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem

3.1.

(i) is clearly satisfied, while (ii) follows from the inequality

\J[u]\ = \jexp(i9)2fikDiuDkTi

= J|2/«^M^«I

= (l+y)J2^A"Ä^   (by (l))

= (l+y)A1[M]g(l+y)||«||f.
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To prove (iii), we proceed as follows.

If ueJfx, define  Tu to  be exp(/ô)-«. Then Dj(Tu)=exp(i9)(Dju+iu-Di9),

1 ^j^m.We first show that Tue Jf and then that Tu e 3fc°x.

(a) (\Tu\2 =  f|w|2 < oo.

.-. TueJt, and

(5) ||r«|| = ||«||.

(b) jfèfik-DiW-lWûll

= J|2/«A"AÍ| + j\ZfikuDj9D~u\+ jl^fkDjuD^-ü]

+ f|2/ft*W*H

^ j^fk^uD^l + ̂ l^fkD^D^l'Y'^jlu^y2

+ {||2^A'M^ö|2}1,2|J|M|2}1,2 + C1 j\u\2    (by (iv))

= J|2/rtßi«Äi| + 2(l+y)||«||{J|2/ftA^^||2/rtZ)i,'^l}1/S

+ Cx\\u\\2   (by (3))

= J|2A^"Ä^| + C2||w||{J|2/«A"Äi|}1,2 + C1||M||2   (by(iv))

< oo    (Y uejex).

Hence Tu e JFX.

Next we show that F is a bounded operator in 3^x. Let ueJfx. Then

|r«li = \\Tu\\2 + J2gikDj(Tu)DkyTÛ)

= \\u\\2 + j\2fMTu)Dk(T~u)\   (by (5) and (1))

Í (l + Cx)\\u\\2 + (l+y) ^gikDjUL\u

+ C2(l +y)1'2||M||{|2 g^uD^y*   (by (b) and (1))

g c3{||w||2+j2s«A"Ä^}

So T is bounded.
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Now look at J[u, Tu] for ueJifx.

J[u,Tu]= iexp (iff) 2/jfcA"-exp (i9)(Dku + iuDk9)

= j^fkDMD^-'ûDS.

(6) :. J[u, Tu] = K[u]-Q(u),    where Q(u) = i j^f.DjuD^-u.

Note that

|ß(«)|» ̂  J"|M|2 j(l+y)2 l^fk^uD.ul feUDjdD^    (by (3))

S C\\u\\2\K[u]\    (by(iv)).

We are now in a position to verify condition (hi) of Theorem 3.1. Let {«„} be a

sequence of nonzero elements of 3i?x such that

m SUp "Jt*-'"l->..
0#uieJTi ||W||i

.-. Re C^+ l)[w»3/ll«»IU ^- 0.

(9) .*. |«„||a/lklli-*o.
(10) .". (un,Tun)/\\un\\x^0   (by (5)).

It also follows by (8) that

\(J+l)[un,Tun]\/\\Tun\\x->0

.'. (J+l)[un,Tun]/\\un\\x-*0 (■: T is bounded).

.-. J[un,Tun]/\\un\\x-+0 (by (10)).

.-. CA:[k„] - ÖC«*»))/1|«nII i ->► 0 (by (6)).

•••   (l^[«J|-|ß(«»)|)/l|«n||l-*0.

••• (^[«»ll-IßWI+icii^H/iKii^o
(by (9), where C is the constant in equation (7)).

It follows by (7) that the above expression is greater than the nonnegative expression

|A[«n]l-C^2|AK]|^2H»n|l+iC||t/nli2
II «n 111

So this sequence tends to zero. Hence

(|A[«n]|1'2-|C1'2||«n||)/||«n||i'2->0.

.*. l*["n]|/lklli->0   (by (9)).
(11) .: Kx[un]/\\un\\x^0.

So, by (9) and (11), we finally have

|*|l =   ll"n||2/||"n||l  = (¡a.»a + ^l[«»D/i«»|l-^0-

Hence (iii) is satisfied and so the theorem is proved.    |
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5.4 Corollary. If A, is the operator associated with 3, then 2(Af) is dense in ¿Px.

This is another consequence of the fact that the three conditions of Theorem 3.1

are satisfied.

The operator A¡ is the Neumann operator (cf. [5]) associated with the formal

differential operator A defined by

Au = 2 Acíexp (i9)ffkDiU}.

Since A] is maximal accretive, it follows that C is contained in the resolvent set of

Aj. So we have the existence and uniqueness theorem :

5.5. Theorem. Let ueL2(Q.) and XeC. Then there exists a unique element

v e 2(Aj) satisfying (A¡ — X)v = u.

We obtain the Dirichlet operator AJo associated with A as follows. Denote the

closure of C¿° in 3tfx by 3V0, and let 30 denote the restriction of 3 to J^0. By adapting

the proof of Theorem 5.3 we see that if conditions (i)-(iv) of that theorem are

satisfied (with 3 replaced by 30), then 30 is representable, and 2(AJo) is dense in

3t0. So Theorem 5.5 remains valid with A} replaced by A,a.

Let us return to Theorem 5.3 and see how it generalizes Theorem 5.2. In

Theorem 5.2, the values of '2.fk(x)$1ik, (0/ f e Cm) are required to lie in a sector

{zeC\ Re z > 0, | Im z\ á y Re z} for all x e Q. In Theorem 5.3, however, this sector

is allowed to rotate about zero as x varies in Ü, so long as 3 remains accretive and

the rotation satisfies certain conditions. In order to get a feeling for these con-

ditions, we will look at the case m = 1. The results we obtain could be extended to

the higher-dimensional cases.

When «i = l (and Q is connected), Theorem 5.3 becomes:

5.6. Theorem. Let (a, b) be a (finite or infinite) interval in R, and let a be a Cx

function defined on (a, b) with values in C~{0}. Suppose that a=ß exp (iO) where 9

is a real-valued Cx function on (a, b), ß is a Cx function on (a, b) with values in a

sector {zeC\ |Im z\ ay Re z} for some y^O, and \a\ \d9/dx\2 is bounded on (a, b).

Then the form 3 in L2(a, b) defined by

Ç"    du dv
J[u'v] = iaadxdx'

and

2(3) = lueL2(a, b)
2

< oo y,
du      ., ,  f " ,  , \du
-r exists, and       a    -r-
dx Ja      | dx

is a representable accretive form.    |

5.7. Corollary. Let (a, b) be an interval in R, and let a be a Cx function on

(a, b) with values in a half plane {z e C \ 8 ̂  Re z}for some S > 0. Suppose that there

exist points a' and b'(a<a'¿b'<b) such that Im a is semibounded on both (a, a')

and (b', b). Then the form 3 defined in Theorem 5.6 is representable.
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Proof, (i) Suppose Im a is bounded from below (from above) on both (a, a') and

(b', b). Then by the compactness of [a', b'], there exists 8X such that Im a(x)

^ 8X (Im a(x) ^ 8X) for all x e (a, b). The result now follows by Theorem 5.6 with

9=\ tan~x(8/8x) and y = tan (n/2-9) (9=-$ tan"1 (S/5Y) and y=tan (n/2+9)).

(ii) Suppose Im a is bounded from below on (a, a'), and from above on (b', b).

Let a" e (a, a'). Then there exists 8X such that Im a(x) ä 8X for all x e (a, a'), and

Im a(x)^ o\ for all x e (a", b). Let 90=\ tan'x(8/8x). Define 9 to be a C1 function

from (a, b) to [-0O, 0O] such that 9(x)=90 for xe(a, a") and 9(x)=-90 for

xe(a', è). Let y=tan (tt/2 — 90). Then the hypothesis of Theorem 5.6 is satisfied

and so / is representable.

(iii) The proof is similar in the case when Im a is bounded from above on (a, a')

and from below on (¿V, b).    |

The following proposition is useful when determining whether the conditions of

Theorem 5.6 are satisfied.

5.8. Proposition. Let a be a Cx function on (a, b) with values in C~{0}. Let

aj = Re a, o£2 = Im a and 0 = arg a. Then

(12) \a\\d9/dx\2 ^  \ax(da2/dx)-a2(dax/dx)\2\a\-\

with equality if ax^0.

Proof. Let S={xe (a, b) \ ax(x)>0}.

(i) Suppose xeS. Then 0(x) = tan_1 (a2(x) ■ ax~ x(x)).

d9 _ ax(da2/dx) — a2(dax/dx)      a?

"  dx~ a\ a? + a\

(13) .-.  |a| \d6/dx\2 = \ax(da2/dx)-a2(dccx/dx)\2\a\-3.

(ii) Suppose x e S~ (the closure of S in (a, b)). Then, by continuity, (13) still

holds.

(iii) Suppose xe(a,b)~S~. Then 9 is constant in a neighborhood of x, so the

left-hand side of (12) equals zero.

We conclude this discussion by giving three simple examples of representable

accretive forms. Note that none of these forms is regularly accretive.

(i)   3[u, v] =  I      (l + ix3)-j- (x) -r-(x)dx   (intheHilbertspaceL2(-co,oo));

(ii)   3[u,v]=\    (l+ixr-ix-s)-r^(x)-^(x)dx,       r,s>0

(in the Hilbert space L2(0, oo)) ;

(iii)   3[u, v] = \    (l + ixrsin(xs))^-(x)-^(x)dx,       0 < r,   0 < s,

r+s ^ 1    (in the Hilbert space L2(l, oo)).

[In each case, 2(3) is defined as in Theorem 5.6.]
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The fact that the first two forms are representable is a direct consequence of

Corollary 5.7. To see that the third form is representable, we proceed as follows.

Let a= 1 +ixr sin (xs) and let 0 = arg a. Then, by Proposition 5.8,

\a\ \d9/dx\2 = |rxr-1sin(xs) + Jxr + s-1cos(xs)|2-|l+x2rsin2(xs)|-3'2

S C-x2ir+s'1)   (where C is a constant)

S C   (V x ^ 1 and r+s S 1).

The result now follows by applying Theorem 5.6 with ß= \a\ and y=0.

Appendix. Bounded forms.

ALL Definition. J is a bounded bilinear form on JF if Si(J)=J^ and there

exists a = 0 such that \J[u]\ â«||«||2 for all u e Jf. The smallest such a is called the

bound of J.

A1.2. Theorem. The following statements about the form J with domain Jt? are

equivalent :

(i) J is a bounded form on 3tf;

(ii) 3)3^0 such that \J{u, v]\ Sß\u\ ■ \\v\\ for allu,veJ^;

(iii) there exists a bounded linear operator A, in J? such that J[u, v] = (A}u, v)

for all u,ve$F.

Proof. The proof is fairly straightforward, the only difficult part being (i)=>(ii).

This is proved in Halmos [1, p. 33], where it is shown that if a is the bound of J,

then ß can be taken equal to a or 2a, depending on whether/is hermitian or not.

A1.3. Theorem. Let J be a bounded form on Jt? satisfying \J[u]\ ä 8¡w||2/o/- some

8>0. Then, if A3 is the operator defined in Theorem A1.2, A, is 1-1 and its inverse is

continuous.
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